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ABSTRACT

Before the author writes about as long as the Republic of Palestine, as a secular republic of 
Palestine, does not follow the First Islamic State founded by the Prophet Muhammad saw in 1 AH 
(622 AD), then the Jews with their Old Testament ideology will still hold Canaan, the author first 
asks forgiveness from Allah SWT. Here the author tries to open the veil covering the secret that as 
long as the Republic of Palestine, as a secular republic of Palestine, does not follow the First 
Islamic State founded by the Prophet Muhammad saw in 1 AH (622 AD), then the Jews with their 
Old Testament ideology will still hold Canaan, based on deoxyribonucleic acid ( DNA)

There are several verses that reveal Allah's secret that as long as the Republic of Palestine, as a 
secular republic of Palestine, does not follow the First Islamic State founded by the Prophet 
Muhammad saw in 1 AH (622 AD), then the Jews with their Old Testament ideology will still hold 
Canaan, namely the verses:

"And We took the Children of Israel across the sea, so when they came to a people who continued 
to worship their idols, the Children of Israel said: "O Musa. Create for us a god as they have 
several gods." Musa answered: "Indeed, you are a people who do not know." (Al A'raaf : 7: 138)

"And, when you said: "O Musa, we will not believe in you until we see Allah clearly, because of 
that you were struck by lightning while you were watching." (Al Baqarah : 2: 55)

"And indeed We have given to the Children of Israel the Book, power and prophecy and We have 
given them good provisions and We have preferred them over other people (Al Jaatsiyah: 45: 16)

"They answered: "We will continue to worship this calf until Moses returns to us." (Thaahaa: 20:
91)

"Glory be to Allah, who took His servant one night from Al-Masjid al-Haram to Al-Masjid al-
Aqsa, which We have blessed around him so that We may show him some of Our signs. Verily He 
is the All-Hearing, All-Knowing. (Al Israa ' :17:1)

In an effort to reveal the veil of Allah's secret about as long as the Republic of Palestine, as a secular
republic of Palestine, does not follow the First Islamic State founded by the Prophet Muhammad 
saw in 1 AH (622 AD), then the Jews with their Old Testament ideology will still hold Canaan, the 
author uses the basis of deoxyribonucleic acid.

HYPOTHESES

Here the author proposes a hypothesis that as long as the Republic of Palestine, as a secular republic
of Palestine, does not follow the First Islamic State founded by the Prophet Muhammad saw in 1 
AH (622 AD), then the Jews with their Old Testament ideology will still hold Canaan, based on 



Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).

PHOTON

Photons are elementary particles of the boson type and carriers of electromagnetic interactions.

QUARKS

If we want to know quarks then we pay attention to one of the hydrogen atoms which is a building 
element of the human body, animals, plants and fruit as well as inanimate objects. Then we open the
body of the hydrogen atom, we will find one electron and one proton nucleus. Next, if this proton is 
split, we will find two up quarks and one down quark. Where these three quarks are combined with 
a gluon.

DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID (DNA)

DNA is a storage place for genetic information that has a double structure forms a double helix and 
contains structured polynucleotide macromolecules repeatedly from nucleotide polymers. This 
nucleotide consists of folate, a 5 carbon sugar and one of the nitrogen bases. Nitrogen bases are 
Guanine (G), Adenine(A), Cytocine(C) and Thymine (T).

Guanine (G) consists of 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. 
Adenine(A) has 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms and 5 hydrogen atoms. Cytocine (C) contains 4 
carbon atoms, 3 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. Thymine (T) contains 5 
carbon atoms, 2 nitrogen atoms, 2 oxygen atoms and 6 hydrogen atoms. Folate contains 1 
phosphorus atom, 4 oxygen atoms and 2 hydrogen atoms. 5 carbon sugar has 5 carbon atoms, 2 
oxygen atoms and 8 hydrogen atoms.

AS LONG AS THE REPUBLIC OF PALESTINE, AS A SECULAR REPUBLIC OF 
PALESTINE, DOES NOT FOLLOW THE FIRST ISLAMIC STATE FOUNDED BY THE 
PROPHET MUHAMMAD SAW IN MADINAH IN 1 AH (622 AD), THEN THE JEWS WITH
THEIR OLD TESTAMENT IDEOLOGY WILL STILL HOLD CANAAN

So now, we are still concentrating our minds on uncovering the secret hidden behind the verse: "... 
We preferred them over other people (Al Jaatsiyah: 45: 16)"...We took the Children of Israel across the 
sea...they came to a people who continued to worship their idols...(Al A'raaf: 7: 138)

Here Allah has declared "...We preferred them over other people (Al Jaatsiyah: 45: 16) for the reason 
that the Prophets appointed by Allah were mostly Jews from Prophet Idris to Prophet Isa.

So now, the question arises,

Why did Allah appoint Jewish prophets from Prophet Idris to Prophet Isa?

Of course, the answer is in the secret behind the verse: "...O Musa, we will not believe in you until we 
see Allah clearly ...(Al Baqarah: 2: 55)

It turns out, in fact, these Jews do not believe in Allah or Jahve. Even though the Prophet Moses, 
who was a Jew, had given lessons and guidance to these Jews.

So, because most of the Jews did not believe in Allah or Jahve, the Jews appointed Prophets, so that 
these Jews would believe in Allah or Jahve.



Well, for this reason, Allah declared"...We preferred them over other people (Al Jaatsiyah: 45: 16)

Despite the fact, these Jews, still, do not believe in Allah or Jahve.

As described "We will continue to worship this calf ...(Thaahaa: 20: 91)

Until now, these Jews, still "...worship the calf...(Thaahaa: 20: 91) in the form of material life, in the 
world.

So, these Jews, only believe in life on earth, do not believe in life in eden or heaven and in 
gehennom or hell.

Well, when Allah declared "...We took the Children of Israel across the sea...(Al A'raaf: 7: 138) because
these Jews were oppressed by the Pharaoh Dynasty in Egypt, after these Jews reached the area 
Canaan, whose people still "...worship their idols...(Al A'raaf: 7: 138) occupied that area, on the 
grounds that this area was the area promised by Jahve.

According to the Jews, Canaan was taken from the name Canaan, son of Ham. Ham was the son of 
the Prophet Noah, a Jew.

So, the Jews took the ideological basis from the Old Testament, that the area of Canaan was related 
to the Canaan of Ham's son. Ham, the son of the Prophet Noah, was a Jew, so it was declared that 
the Canaan area was a Jewish area. Even though the Canaan area is part of the Palestinian territory.

Besides, according to the Jews, who based their ideology on the Old Testament, Jahve had chosen 
the Jews from Egypt.

Well, so actually, these Jews, took ideology from the Old Testament, even though they didn't believe
in Allah or Jahve, as a basis for occupying the Canaan area, which in fact the Canaan area was part 
of the Palestinian area.

So, now, if the Palestinians, with the secular Republic of Palestine, will liberate the area of Canaan, 
which was occupied by the Jews, without making the secular Republic of Palestine, into the Islamic 
State of Palestine, following the First Islamic State founded by the Prophet Muhammad saw in 
Medina in 1 AH (622 AD), then "...Al Masjidil Aqsa...(Al Israa' : 17: 1) is not included in the struggle 
of the secular Republic of Palestine.

Caliph Umar bin Khattab ruled 2 AH - 4 AH (634 AD - 644 AD), Umayyad Dynasty (40 AH-132 
AH, 661 AD-750 AD), First Abbasid Dynasty (132 AH-218 AH, 750 AD-833 AD) and the Fatimid 
Dynasty (297 AH-567 AH, 909 AD-1171 AD), they were not secularists, who had carried out 
renovations, repairs and expansion "...Al Masjidil Aqsa...(Al Israa' : 17: 1)

So, as long as the secular Republic of Palestine is not transformed into the Islamic State of 
Palestine, following the First Islamic State founded by the Prophet Muhammad saw in Medina in 1 
AH (622 AD), then "...Al Masjidil Aqsa...(Al Israa': 17:1) is not included in the struggle for the 
secular Republic of Palestine.

This means that the struggle of the Palestinian people, with the laws that apply in the secular 
Republic of Palestine, does not refer to the legal sources of the Koran.

This is the weakness of the Palestinian struggle, with the laws in force in the secular Republic of 
Palestine, which do not refer to the legal sources of the Koran.



Or in other words, the weakness of the Palestinian struggle, in the secular Republic of Palestine, 
which does not follow the First Islamic State founded by the Prophet Muhammad saw in Medina in 
1 AH (622 AD).

CONCLUSION
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Besides, according to the Jews, who based their ideology on the Old Testament, Jahve had chosen 
the Jews from Egypt.
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